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Purpose

We create excellence in regional water services for healthy communities

Brief History

WCC and HCC formed a water business (CCO) in 2003

UHCC and PCC joined in 2013

GWRC joined in 2014

Wellington Water began trading on 19 September 2014 and went “live” 2nd March 2015

Core Services

Linking investment to outcomes through long term planning

Providing long term financial plans

Developing and delivering activities

Operating treatment plants and the 3 Waters pipe networks

Working directly with customers

Our People

Open, agile, collaborative, results focused



Why our business model?

Wellington Water was formed to create and add value for its 
shareholders in managing the three waters by:

• providing a technical centre of excellence for asset planning for 
the region

• improving long term strategic planning for water services 

• increasing transparency and accountability about investment 
decisions relating to the three waters

• identifying long term cost and resource efficiencies

• improving customer service in delivering key outcomes of safe 
drinking water, respectful of the environment and resilience now 
and in the future.
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Trusted Advisor



Regional Asset Management
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Values: Customer at the heart; collaborate with others; share knowledge



Two Key Initiatives to Focus on 

Going Forward

1. Customers at the heart of 

everything we do

2. Create Value to our 

customers/shareholders

Our offering is to maintain services and 

2015 levels of service by establishing a 

culture of innovation and waste 

minimisation across the sector (i.e. all 3 

waters).

Our focus is on creating value and savings 

through efficiencies.



Things we’ve been tossing around

• Wellington Water’s commitment to the Te Awarua-

o-Porirua Whaitua process

• How to manage the transition from individual 

networks to a regional approach

• The capacity of the current funding model to 

respond to community aspirations for water 

quality (eg broadening our monitoring)


